Objective: The present study investigated whether lateralized ERP components triggered during covert manual response preparation (ADAN, LDAP) reflect effector selection, the selection of movement direction, or both. Methods: Event-related brain potentials were recorded during a response precueing paradigm where visual cues provided either partial (Experiment 1) or full (Experiment 2) information about the response hand and the direction for a subsequent reaching movement. Results: ADAN and LDAP components were elicited even when only partial response information was available, demonstrating that they do not require the presence of a fully specified motor program. The ADAN was elicited in a similar fashion regardless of whether effector or movement direction information was provided, suggesting that the underlying mechanisms are equally sensitive to both types of response-related information. In contrast, the LDAP was larger in response to cues providing effector information, but was also reliably present when movement direction was available. Conclusions: ADAN and LDAP components reflect preparatory activity within anterior and posterior parts of the parieto-premotor sensorimotor network where different parameters for manual reaching movements are programmed independently. Significance: These results support the claim of the premotor theory of attention that shared sensorimotor control mechanisms are involved in attention and motor programming.
Introduction
During the programming of motor responses, an abstract action goal is translated into structured motor programs that eventually specify a set of muscle commands (Keele, 1968 (Keele, , 1981 . To activate a motor program, the dimensions on which a movement can vary need to be specified (Rosenbaum, 1983) . Even the preparation of a simple manual pointing movement requires the specification of different parameters such as effector, movement direction, amplitude, duration, and velocity. To investigate the selection of such movement parameters, the S1-S2 movement precueing paradigm has been widely used (Rosenbaum, 1980 (Rosenbaum, , 1983 . A response precue (S1) presented prior to an imperative stimulus (S2) in a choice reaction time (RT) task conveys full, partial, or no information about the parameters of the response. Any additional information required for response selection is provided by S2. RTs are faster when the precue provides advance information about the movement, and size of this effect depends on the amount of response-related information given by the cue (e.g., Miller, 1982; Rosenbaum, 1983 Such response precueing benefits are usually attributed to the preparatory activation of motor cortex (e.g., Miller, 1982; Rosenbaum, 1980) , although non-motor accounts (e.g., Goodman and Kelso, 1980; Reeve and Proctor, 1984) , and explanations in terms of attentional mechanisms (e.g., Adam and Pratt, 2004; Bock and Eversheim, 2000) have also been proposed. A motor interpretation is supported by psychophysiological studies that have measured movement-related potentials such as the lateralized readiness potential (LRP) during response precueing (e.g., De Jong et al., 1988; Leuthold et al., 1996; Jentzsch et al., 2004) . The LRP reflects an enhanced negativity over the motor cortical areas contralateral to the side of an activated response and is considered as an electrophysiological indicator of unimanual response activation in motor cortex (Eimer, 1995; Eimer and Coles, 2003; Gratton et al., 1990; Gehring et al., 1992) . In studies on cued hand movement preparation Jentzsch, 2001, 2002; Leuthold et al., 1996; Sangals et al., 2002; Ulrich et al., 1998) , precues provided partial, full or none information about the hand to use (right or left finger) and the movement direction (finger flexion or extension). While partial information about the hand elicited an LRP during the response preparation interval even when movement direction was still unknown, no LRP was found with partial information about the movement direction (finger flexion or extension) without hand information. LRP amplitudes were larger when precues provided full response information as compared to precues specifying hand, but not movement direction.
In addition to the LRP, which directly reflects motor activation processes, several recent ERP studies using response precueing procedures have uncovered other lateralized components that are triggered earlier during the movement preparation interval (Eimer et al., 2005 Praamstra et al., 2005; Mathews et al., 2006; Praamstra, 2006; Wauschkuhn et al., 1997; Van der Lubbe et al., 2000) . When a cue specified which hand to use in an upcoming simple finger lift movement (Eimer et al., 2005 , an initial negativity at anterior recording sites contralateral to the side of the cued response was found between 350 and 600 ms after precue onset and was followed by a contralateral posterior positivity between 600 and 900 ms (see also Verleger et al., 2000 , for similar results). Similar lateralized components are not only triggered during manual response preparation, but can also be observed during covert saccade preparation Wauschkuhn et al., 1997; Van der Lubbe et al., 2000 , 2006 ; but see also Van der Stigchel et al., 2006 , for partially contrasting results).
Interestingly, these lateralized components found during covert manual response preparation were very similar to lateralized components found in other studies during instructed shift of spatial attention. In these studies in which a shift of attention was indicated by central symbolic cues, ERPs waveforms triggered in response to cues directing attention to the left side were compared to ERPs elicited during rightward attentional shifts (c.f., Harter et al., 1989; Yamaguchi et al., 1994; Nobre et al., 2000; Hopf and Mangun, 2000; Eimer et al., 2003a ). An anterior directing attention negativity (ADAN), reflecting an enhanced negativity at anterior electrodes contralateral to the cued side of an attentional shift, was followed by a late directing attention positivity (LDAP), reflecting an enhanced posterior contralateral positivity. The fact that similar ERP components can be observed during covert shifts of attention and during the preparation of eye movements or simple manual responses has been interpreted as evidence for the premotor theory of attention (e.g., Rizzolatti et al., 1987 Rizzolatti et al., , 1994 , which claims that response programming and spatial attention are mediated by shared sensorimotor control structures.
There is as yet no consensus with respect to the neural generators underlying the ADAN and LDAP components. Praamstra et al. (2005) suggested that the ADAN is generated in dorsal premotor cortex (PMd), and that this component reflects activation of a frontoparietal attentional control network. Alternatively, the ADAN has been interpreted as indicator of saccade preparation or saccade inhibition in the frontal eye fields (FEF; Van der Lubbe et al., 2000 , 2006 . The LDAP is assumed to be generated in the occipitotemporal cortex (Mathews et al., 2006; Praamstra et al., 2005) , although it has also been tentatively localized in the ventral intraparietal sulcus (Van der Lubbe et al., 2006) . The observation that this component is eliminated during shifts of attention in congenitally blind participants suggests that the LDAP might reflect spatial selection processes that are predominantly based on visually mediated coordinates of external space.
The aim of the present experiment was to obtain new insights into the nature of the mechanisms that are reflected by lateralized ERP components observed during covert response preparation by investigating whether such components are also triggered during the programming of manual reaching movements. Most previous studies of saccade or manual response preparation have investigated very simple movements, such as lifting the index finger of one hand, where effector and target locations were spatially and temporally coincident. However, motor preparation usually involves more complex movements, where different movement parameters need to be specified independently. During reaching movements, the effector involved and the movement target are initially located in different regions of space. Here, response programming not just requires the localization and the selection of the response hand, but also the localization of the target with respect to the body and the hand, and the selection of movement direction and amplitude. In addition, simple finger lift responses and reaching movement also differ on the temporal dimension (discrete versus continuous; see Proctor and Wang, 1997) . Thus, a complex process of sensorimotor coordinate transformations is required in order to represent the effector and the target for a reaching movement within the same frame of reference and to select the appropriate motor program. Evidence from single-cell recording studies suggests that such transformations are carried out within a network of parietal and frontal premotor areas. Different specialized frontal motor areas are interconnected with equally specific parietal areas, forming modules of largely segregated anatomical circuits that are each dedicated for a specific sensorimotor transformation (e.g., Colby and Duhamel, 1996; Gross and Graziano, 1995; Rizzolatti et al., 1994) . The parietal reach region (PRR) forms part of the network specialized for planning target-directed limb movements. Neurons in this region are sensitive to movement direction (for review, see Snyder et al., 2002; Andersen and Buneo, 2002) , while others appear to be coding effector-specific information (Calton et al., 2002) . Further clinically relevant evidence for a specific role of parietal cortex in motor control that might be closely linked to attentional functions comes from recent TMS studies (Rushworth et al., 2001a,b) , and from neuropsychological patient studies demonstrating a specific role of the parietal cortex for the planning of action (Castiello and Paine, 2002 ) and on-line motor control (Pisella et al., 2000) .
In the only previous ERP study to date which investigated ERP lateralizations during the preparation of more complex movements (Berndt et al., 2002) , participants had to point to targets presented contralateral, ipsilateral or central relative to the response hand. A frontal negativity contralateral to the response hand varied in latency and amplitude with pointing direction, and an increased negativity ipsilateral to the pointing target emerged at posterior electrodes. These anterior and posterior components were interpreted as reflecting the encoding of spatial information in arm-centered coordinates in premotor cortex, and the processing of visuo-spatial stimulus properties relevant for response selection in posterior parietal cortex, respectively. Unfortunately, the fact that response hand remained constant throughout blocks of trials in Berndt et al. study made it impossible to dissociate effector selection from movement direction or target selection.
In the present study, we investigated ERP lateralizations triggered by effector and movement direction selection during the preparation of reaching movements, in a task where these two movement parameters were specified independently by response precues. On each trial, participants had to execute one of four possible reaching movements with their right or left-hand towards a target located on the right or left hemifield (see Fig. 1 ). A centrally presented visual cue contained either partial (Experiment 1) or full (Experiment 2) information about the next reaching movement. In Experiment 1, cues either specified which hand to use without movement direction information (effector information condition), or movement direction (left versus right) without specifying response hand (direction information condition). The subsequent imperative stimulus provided the additional information needed to perform the movement. In Experiment 2, the cue specified both effector and movement direction, and thus provided full response information. Here, the imperative stimulus was a Go/Nogo stimulus instructing participants to execute or withheld the movement indicated by the cue.
In previous studies investigating lateralized ERP components during unimanual response preparation (Eimer et al., 2005 Verleger et al., 2000) , ADAN and LDAP components were found during the preparation of very simple movements such as finger lift responses. The first critical question addressed in the present study was whether similar lateralized components would also be present during the preparation of more complex spatially and temporally extended reaching movements. Most importantly, the current design allowed us to investigate whether such components primarily reflect effector selection, the selection of movement direction, or a combination of both, by directly comparing ERP lateralizations triggered by response precues that specified either response hand or movement direction.
Experiment 1
Experiment 1 investigated whether lateralized ERP components (ADAN and LDAP) similar to those previously observed during the preparation of simple unimanual responses and during shifts of covert attention would also be triggered during the preparation of more complex reaching movements, and whether these components predominantly reflect the selection of an effector or the selection of movement direction. In order to dissociate the relative contributions of effector and movement direction selection, the response precue (S1) presented at beginning of each trial contained only partial information about the reaching movement to prepare. In the effector information condition, the cue signalled which effector to use (left or right hand), whereas in the direction information condition, it indicated movement direction (left or right) 1100 ms after the cue onset, an imperative visual stimulus (S2) presented at fixation provided the additional information required to select a specific response (movement direction information in the effector information condition, and effector information in the direction information condition). Participants were instructed to use the information provided by the cue to prepare the next response, and to integrate it with the subsequent information given by the imperative stimulus in order to execute the correct reaching movement. Thus, only effector or movement direction selection could take place during the S1-S2 interval, as the completion of a reaching movement program had to await the arrival of S2. ERPs elicited in the S1-S2 interval in response to precues specifying the left versus right response hand (in the effector information condition), or a leftward versus rightward response (in the direction information condition), were compared in order to identify lateralized ERP activity sensitive to the partial response information provided by the precue. If the components previously observed during cued unimanual response preparation were critically dependent on the availability of full response information required to activate a complete motor program, they should be entirely absent in Experiment 1, where only partial response information was provided. Thus, the presence of ADAN and LDAP components in this experiment would provide strong evidence that the processes reflected by these components are triggered even when manual responses can only be partially prepared. Systematic differences between ADAN and LDAP components elicited for the effector and direction information conditions would suggest that the underlying processes are differentially involved in the preparation of specific parameters of reaching movements.
Finally, we also investigated the presence of an LRP during covert manual response preparation in the S1-S2 interval. Given that the LRP is assumed to reflect the differential activation of one response hand versus the other (see Sangals et al., 2002) , it should only be present in the effector information condition, but not in the direction information condition, where response hand was left unspecified until S2 was presented.
Methods

Participants
Eighteen healthy volunteers participated in this experiment. One participant was excluded because of a large number of eye blinks, another was excluded because of difficulties in executing the task. Thus 16 participants (9 females and 7 males; 18-42 years old; average age: 28.7 years) remained in the sample. All were right-handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision by self-report. Informed consent was taken prior to participation and the investigation was approved by the Ethics Committee, School of Psychology, Birkbeck College, University of London.
Apparatus, stimuli and procedure
Participants sat in a dimly lit sound attenuated cabin in front of a computer screen at a viewing distance of 57 cm. A custom-made response device was placed on the table just below the computer screen. The device contained six response keys that were located on a wooden panel (60 · 48 cm), tilted at an angle of approximately 30°, with its midline aligned with the screen centre (Fig. 1) . The two start keys (keys 1 and 2 in Fig. 1 ) were located 5.5 cm to the left and right of the centre of the panel. The four target keys (keys 3-6 in Fig. 1 ) were horizontally aligned 5 cm above the start keys. Outer and inner target keys were located 20.5 and 5.5 cm to the left and right of the panel centre, respectively. Outer target keys (keys 3 and 6) were the goals for outward movements (left hand from start key 1 to target key 3; right hand from start key 2 to target key 6). Inner target keys (keys 4 and 5) were the goals for inward movements (left hand from key 1 to key 5; right hand from key 2 to key 4). The distance between each start and corresponding target key (movement length) was kept constant at 20 cm.
Each trial started with a 100-ms presentation of a visual response precue (S1) at fixation. This cue consisted of two adjacent triangles, presented centrally on a computer screen at a viewing distance of 55 cm (visual angle: 3.5°· 2.5°). One triangle was red, the other blue, and they always pointed in opposite directions (Fig. 2a) . A central fixation cross, located in the space between the two triangles, was present throughout the experimental blocks. Left or right side was signalled by the direction of one of the triangles. For half of the participants, blue triangles were relevant, while for the other half red triangles were relevant. Relevant left-pointing or right-pointing triangles were presented with equal probability to the left or right of fixation. On each trial, the cue was followed after an interval of 1000 ms by the letter 'L' or 'R' (S2, indicating left or right side, respectively) that was presented at fixation for 100 ms, replacing the fixation cross during this period.
To investigate whether covert manual response preparation results in spatially selective modulations of visual processing during the S1-S2 interval (as shown previously by , a single irrelevant visual probe stimulus was presented on each trial 900 ms after cue onset and 200 ms before the onset of S2. Probes consisted of a 100 ms illumination of one of two ensembles of green LEDs. Each of these ensembles was composed of six segments arranged in a circle plus one central segment (size of each LED segment: 0.4 cm; diameter of the circle: 2.4 cm). LEDs were located 1.5 cm above the start keys 1 and 2 (Fig. 1) where the left and right hand were located during response preparation at a viewing distance of approximately 39 cm. Left or right probes were presented with equal probability and in random order. Participants were instructed to completely ignore these probe stimuli throughout.
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The experiment consisted of 12 experimental blocks. Each block contained 80 trials, with 20 trials per block for each combination of information carried by the cue (left versus right) and information carried by the imperative stimulus (left versus right). Trials were presented in a pseudo-random sequence. Participants performed two different conditions of six successive blocks each. In the effector information condition, response cues indicated which hand to use, while the subsequent S2 specified the direction of the movement. In the direction information condition, response cues indicated movement direction, and S2 specified which hand to use. One training block of 80 trials was run before each experimental condition. The order in which these conditions were delivered was counterbalanced across participants.
Participants were asked to maintain a body posture such that their midline was aligned with the centre of the screen and response panel, and to place their forearms on the response panel with their hands on the start keys. They were instructed to use the information provided by the response cue to prepare the cued hand (in the effector information condition) or the cued movement direction (in the direction information condition) and to use the additional information provided by the subsequent S2 to select and execute the required movement as fast and accurately as possible. They were explicitly encouraged to maintain central eye fixation, and to wait for the imperative stimulus before moving their hand from the start key. After having pressed a target key, the hand had to be moved back to its corresponding start key that had to be pressed it in order to start the next trial. The next response cue appeared on the screen 1000 ms after the start key was pressed.
Recording and data analysis
EEG was recorded with Ag-AgCl electrodes and linkedearlobe reference from Fpz, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8, FC5, FC6, T7, C3, Cz, C4, T8, CP5, CP6, P7, P3, Pz, P4, P8, and Oz (according to the 10-20 system), and from OL and OR (located halfway between O1 and P7, and O2 and P8, respectively). Horizontal EOG was recorded bipolarly from the outer canthi of both eyes. Electrode impedance was kept below 5 kX, and the impedances of the earlobe electrodes were kept as equal as possible. Data were recorded with a bandpass filter from 0 to 40 Hz, and a digitisation rate of 200 Hz. Trials with eyeblinks (Fpz exceeding ±80 lV), horizontal eye movements (HEOG exceeding ±30 lV), or other artefacts (a voltage exceeding ±80 lV at any electrodes) in the S1-S2 interval were excluded prior to data analysis. To detect systematic deviations of eye position indicating residual tendencies to move the eyes toward the cued location, averaged waveforms in the S1-S2 interval in response to left versus right cues were examined for each participant. None of the participants showed a residual HEOG deviation exceeding ±3 lV.
ERPs were averaged relative to a 100 ms pre-S1 baseline prior for the 1400 ms time interval following S1 onset. Statistical analyses were conducted on the basis of ERP mean amplitudes obtained within predefined measurement windows. Separate averages were computed for the effector and direction information conditions, for trials with left and right cues (specifying either response hand or movement direction in these two conditions). ERP mean amplitudes were analysed with repeated measures ANOVAs, and separate analyses were conducted for lateral anterior, central, and posterior sites. These analyses included the factors electrode site (F7/8 versus F3/4 versus FC5/6, for the anterior analysis, C3/4 versus T7/8 versus CP5/6, for the central analysis, and OL/R versus P3/4 versus P7/8, for the posterior analysis), condition (effector versus direction information), cued side (left versus right), and hemisphere (left versus right). In these analyses, the presence of ERP lateralizations sensitive to the response information provided by the cue will be indicated by significant hemisphere · cued side interactions. Additional analyses were conducted separately for the effector and direction information conditions. Whenever interactions between hemisphere, cued side and electrodes sites were found, revealing that the amplitudes of lateralized ERP components differed across individual electrode pairs, follow-up analyses were conducted for single electrode sites. All analyses were based on mean amplitudes obtained within three successive post-cue latency windows between 350 and 600 ms (where the ADAN was previously observed), between 600 and 900 ms (where the LDAP component was found), and between 900 and 1400 ms (where an LRP was expected to emerge). ERPs to irrelevant visual probe stimuli were computed relative to a 100 ms pre-stimulus baseline. ERPs obtained at lateral posterior electrodes (OL/R, P3/4, P7/8) were analysed within two post-stimulus time intervals (P1: 100-130 ms; N1: 150-200 ms), for the factors condition, visual probe location (left versus right), and hemisphere (left versus right).
Behavioural performance (response speed and accuracy) was measured for target key presses. All trials with reaction times (RTs) exceeding two standard deviations from the mean were removed.
2 RTs for correct responses were analysed in a repeated measures ANOVA for the factors response information (effector versus direction information), response hand (left versus right), movement direction (left versus right), and visual probe location (left versus right).
For all analyses, Greenhouse-Geisser adjustments to the degrees of freedom were applied where appropriate.
Results
Behavioural performance
Trials where RTs exceeded two standard deviations from the mean (4.3% of all trials) and trials where participants failed to respond (1.4% and 1.3% of all trials in the effector and direction information conditions, respectively) were excluded from analysis. RTs did not differ between the effector and direction information conditions (755 ms versus 770 ms; F(1, 15) = 0.4). RTs were faster for movements to the right side than for movements to the left side (755 ms versus 770 ms; main effect of movement direction: F(1, 15) = 8.7, p < .01). A significant interaction between response hand and movement direction (F(1, 15) = 28.9, p < .001) was due to the fact that outward movements where response hand and movement direction were congruent, and start and target keys were one the same side of the body midline were faster than inward movements where they were incongruent and movements crossed the body midline (696 ms versus 830 ms). Furthermore, a significant interaction between condition, response hand and visual probe location was obtained (F(1, 15) = 6.4, p < .05). Separate analysis revealed a significant interaction between response hand and visual probe location in the direction information condition (F(1, 15) = 11.0, p < .005), where irrelevant visual probes appeared before the response hand was specified by S2. RTs were faster when visual probes were adjacent to this response hand (765 ms) than when they were presented on the opposite side (777 ms). No such effect was present in the effector information condition, where the response hand was known before irrelevant visual probes were presented. Fig. 3 shows ERPs elicited in response to right versus left cues in the 900 ms interval after cue onset at anterior sites F3/4 (panels a-d) and posterior sites P7/8 (panels e-h), separately for the effector and direction information conditions. Similar to previous ERP studies of manual response preparation, an enhanced anterior negativity (ADAN) and an enhanced posterior positivity (LDAP) contralateral to the cued side appeared to be present in both conditions. These components can also be seen in the double subtraction waveforms ( Fig. 3i and j) that were generated by first subtracting ERPs in response to right cues from ERPs to left cues, and then subtracting the resulting difference waveforms obtained over the right hemisphere from difference waveforms emerging at homologous electrodes over the left hemisphere. In these double subtraction waveforms, a negativity contralateral to the cued hand or movement direction is reflected by positive amplitude values (downward-going deflections), and a contralateral positivity is indicated by negative values (upward-going deflections). While the ADAN appeared to be similar in amplitude across effector and direction information conditions (Fig. 3i) , LDAP amplitudes (Fig. 3j) seemed to be substantially larger for the effector relative to the direction information condition.
Lateralised ERP components triggered during reaching movement preparation
Statistical analyses confirmed these observations. In the 350-600 ms measurement interval, a hemisphere · cued side interaction was present at lateral anterior electrodes (F(1, 15) = 24.4, p < .001), reflecting the ADAN component. At frontal electrodes the presence of a hemisphere · cued side · electrode site interaction (F(2, 30) = 4.6, p < .02) suggested that there were systematic differences in ADAN amplitude between the different electrode pairs. Follow-up analyses confirmed the presence of a reliable ADAN at all frontal electrode pairs (all F(1, 15) > 16.3, all p < .001). Importantly, no condition · hemisphere · cued side interaction was obtained for lateral anterior sites (F(1, 15) = 0.5), suggesting that this component was triggered in an analogous fashion in both cue conditions (see Fig. 3i ). Analyses conducted separately for both cue conditions confirmed the presence of a significant hemisphere · cued side interaction in the effector information condition (F(1, 15) = 13.8, p < .002) as well as in the direction information condition (F(1, 15) = 13.3, p < .002).
At posterior electrode pairs, a significant hemisphere · cued side interaction (F(1, 15) = 15.1, p < .001) obtained for the 350-600 ms interval reflected the early phase of the posterior contralateral positivity (LDAP). The observation that this LDAP component was more pronounced in the effector information condition (see panel j) was substantiated by a significant condition · hemisphere · cued side interaction (F(1, 15) = 5.1, p < .04). However, analyses conducted separately for both cue conditions revealed that the early LDAP was significantly present not only in the effector information condition (hemisphere · cued side interaction: F(1, 15) = 13.8, Negativity is plotted upwards. Panels i and j (right side) show difference waveforms reflecting lateralized ERP components sensitive to the response information provided by the cues. These were generated by subtracting ERPs in response to right cues from ERPs to left cues, and then subtracting the resulting difference waves at right electrodes from the difference waveform obtained for the corresponding lefthemisphere electrode, separately for the effector information condition (solid lines) and the direction information condition (dashed lines). Enhanced negativities contralateral to the cued side are reflected by positive values (downward deflections), and enhanced contralateral positivities are reflected by negative values (upward deflections). ADAN, anterior directing attention negativity; LDAP, late directing attention positivity. p < .002), but also in the direction information condition (F(1, 15) = 11.3, p < .004).
In the subsequent measurement window (600-900 ms post-cue) a significant hemisphere · cued side interaction was again triggered at lateral posterior sites (F(1, 15) = 31.8, p < .001) reflecting the continued presence of the LDAP component. Analogous to the previous time window, a condition · hemisphere · cued side interaction (F(1, 15) = 11.8, p < .004) reflected the fact that the LDAP amplitudes were larger in response to effector cues as compared to movement direction cues (Fig. 3j) . Additional analyses again confirmed that the LDAP was significantly present not only in the effector information condition (F(1, 15) = 29.9, p < .001), but also in the direction information condition (F(1, 15) = 25.3, p < .001).
3 In both analyses, hemisphere · cued side · electrode site interactions (both F(2, 30) > 13.5, both p < .001) suggested that LDAP amplitudes differed between posterior electrode pairs. Follow-up analysis conducted for both conditions confirmed that the LDAP was significantly present at all posterior electrodes (all F(1, 15) > 16.5, all p < .001 in the effector information condition, all F(1, 15) > 5.8, all p < .03 in the direction information condition).
In the 900-1400 ms interval, no hemisphere · cued side interactions were found at lateral anterior, lateral central, or lateral posterior electrodes. At lateral central sites, an electrode site · condition · hemisphere · cued side interaction was obtained (F(2, 30) = 4.4, p < .03), and follow-up analyses revealed a significant condition · hemisphere · cued side interaction for electrode pair C3/4 only (F(1, 15) = 12.4, p < .003). Separate analyses conducted for both cue conditions showed that an LRP was elicited only in the effector information condition where the response precue had signalled which response hand was to be used (hemisphere · cued side interaction: F(1, 15) = 10.9, p < .005). This is further illustrated in Fig. 4 (left panel), where double subtraction waveforms obtained for electrodes C3/4 during the 1400 ms interval following S1 onset are shown for both task conditions.
Visual ERPs to irrelevant probe stimuli
No effect of cued response preparation on the P1 component was found. For N1 amplitudes, a main effect of visual probe location (F(1, 15) = 15.6, p < .001) was accompanied by an interaction between condition and visual probe location (F(1, 15) = 5.1, p < .04). Separate analyses conducted for both conditions showed that N1 amplitudes were enhanced when probes were presented close to the cued hand in the effector information condition (F(1, 15) = 13.2, p < .002), analogous to previous experiments where participants prepared a simple finger lift response (e.g., . In contrast, no such effect was present in the direction information condition. This is most likely due to the fact that response hand remained unspecified during the response preparation interval in this condition, and attention was therefore not directed to one hand versus the other.
Discussion of Experiment 1
In spite of the fact that the response cues used in Experiment 1 only provided partial information about either effector or movement direction for a subsequent reaching movement, ADAN and LDAP components were found to be reliably present during covert response preparation elicited by both types of cues. This pattern of results demonstrates conclusively that these lateralized components are not restricted to situations where full information about an upcoming movement is available, and a complete motor program can therefore be generated, but are also elicited when only one aspect of an anticipated movement can be programmed in advance. Furthermore, the fact that significant ADAN and LDAP components were triggered in response to effector cues as well as in response to cues signalling movement direction suggests that neither component is exclusively linked to the specification of one single response parameter. Instead, both seem to reflect preparatory processes that are involved in the selection of effectors as well as in the selection of movement direction. The observation that ADAN amplitudes did not differ between the effector and direction information conditions indicates that the mechanisms responsible for the ADAN may be equally sensitive to both parameters. In contrast, although the LDAP was also reliably present in both cue conditions, the LDAP amplitudes were about twice as large in response to cues providing effector information relative to cues providing information about movement direction (see Fig. 3j ). This suggests that this component might predominantly reflect effector selection, although the selection of movement direction also contributes to some degree.
As expected, the LRP was present only in the effector information condition (Fig. 5, left panel) where hand-specific response information was available during response preparation, which was used to partially activate the cued effector prior to S2 onset. No hand-specific information was available during the S1-S2 interval when cues provided only movement direction information, and consequently no LRP was found in this condition. It should be noted that while the LRP was entirely absent in the movement direction condition, the ADAN component was clearly present. This dissociation is important, as it demonstrates that in spite of their similarities in terms of polarity and scalp distribution, ADAN and LRP reflect functionally distinct processes. While the LRP indicates effector-specific partial response activation processes in motor cortical areas that can only be triggered once response hand information is available, the ADAN does not critically depend on full effector information, as it is also be elicited by partial response cues that indicate movement direction while leaving response hand unspecified. In this context, it is important to note that in several previous publications from our laboratory (Eimer, 1993 (Eimer, , 1995 , lateralized ERP activity observed at electrodes C3/4 in the cue-target interval of cued covert attention tasks at latencies comparable to the ADAN latencies found in the present study was interpreted as an LRP, and was assumed to reflect the partial activation of unimanual responses. Given that the ADAN is known to be triggered during cued shifts of covert attention (e.g., Hopf and Mangun, 2000; Eimer et al., 2003a) , and in light of the fact that the present experiment demonstrated a dissociation between the ADAN and the LRP, it has to be concluded that this interpretation of the lateralized effects observed in these earlier studies as LRPs is most likely incorrect. The effects observed by Eimer (1993 Eimer ( , 1995 during the 300-500 ms interval after cue onset should be more appropriately interpreted as ADAN components.
Before the tentative conclusion can be accepted that ADAN and LDAP components reflect the selection of both effector and of movement direction, albeit to different degrees, alternative accounts of the ERP results observed in Experiment 1 need to be considered. For example, one could argue that both ADAN and LDAP primarily affect the selection of movement goals in external space, and that their presence in both the effector and direction information conditions is a result of this fact. A previous study has indeed suggested that the LDAP component is linked to the selection of target locations in external space, as it was found to be attenuated when to-be-attended positions were located close to the midline relative to blocks where they were located more peripherally (Eimer et al., 2004) . Given the design of Experiment 1, and the way that response hands were mapped onto response target keys (see Fig. 1 ), left and right cues might have induced an attentional bias towards the left versus right side, regardless of whether they signalled the effector or movement direction. For example, when an effector cue specified the left hand for an upcoming movement, the two possible target locations for this movement were on the far left side (position 3 in Fig. 1 ) and on the near right side (position 5), thereby possibly resulting in an overall spatial attentional bias towards the left. Likewise, when a direction cue signalled a leftward upcoming movement, both possible target locations were located in the left hemifield (positions 3 and 4 in Fig. 1 ). Thus, both effector and direction cues might have triggered a tendency to shift spatial attention towards the location of response target keys on the left versus right side, and this fact alone may have been responsible for the presence of ADAN and LDAP components in both conditions.
It should be noted that this alternative explanation would predict that both ADAN and LDAP should be more pronounced in the direction information condition, where both possible response target locations were in the same hemifield. Here, a stronger spatial bias should have been elicited than in the effector information condition, where target locations were in opposite hemifields (see Fig. 1 ). However, this pattern of results was not observed in Experiment 1 -ADAN amplitudes were similar in size after direction and effector cues, and the LDAP was reliably larger for effector relative to direction cues. Nevertheless, the possibility that the presence of ADAN and LDAP components for both types of cues may at least in part be due to the selection of movement target locations in external space clearly needs to be ruled more conclusively. Experiment 2 was conducted for this purpose. 
Experiment 2
Experiment 1 demonstrated that ADAN and LDAP components are triggered in the S1-S2 interval following partial response cues that provide either effector or direction information with respect to an upcoming reaching movement. While the use of partial response information cues in Experiment 1 was necessary to dissociate lateralized ERP components sensitive to effector versus movement direction information, one could argue that the results obtained with such cues may not be directly applicable to more realistic cases of response preparation, where effector and direction information are available simultaneously, effector and movement direction programming proceed in parallel, and there is no uncertainty about effector identity or movement direction. When effector and movement direction selection are allowed to operate in parallel during response preparation, one of these processes may dominate lateralized ERP components in a way that cannot be observed when only partial response information is available, as in Experiment 1.
Another feature of Experiment 1 was that while effector cues unequivocally signalled response hand, direction cues specified one of two possible target locations (see Fig. 1 ). Thus, these two types of cues may have differed with respect to the explicitness of spatial information provided. This fact may have been responsible for the larger LDAP in the effector information condition. If this component reflects the spatial selection of response parameters that are guided by visually mediated coordinates of external space (as suggested by the results of Van Velzen et al., 2006) , it would not be all that surprising to find that it is more pronounced when response-relevant information is spatially more precise.
Experiment 2 was conducted to dissociate the relative impact of effector and direction information on ADAN and LDAP under conditions where both response parameters were simultaneously cued at the start of each trial. Precues now contained full response information about effector hand, movement direction, and goal location, so that participants knew in advance which reaching movement to perform in response to S2. Thus, these cues removed any spatial uncertainty about the upcoming movement. To avoid premature responses, S2 was either a Go stimulus (instructing participants to execute the prepared response), or, in a minority of trials, a Nogo stimulus signalling that the cued response had to be withheld. In all other respects, procedures were equivalent to Experiment 1.
Two sets of analyses were conducted. The first set included all task conditions, with cued effector and cued movement direction now independent factors. In these analyses, the existence of lateralized ERP components sensitive to the cued movement direction will be reflected by hemisphere · cued direction interactions, while lateralized effects sensitive to the cued effector will be indicated by hemisphere · cued effector interactions. The critical question was whether the pattern of results obtained in Experiment 1 (ADAN of similar size for effector and direction cues; reliable LDAP for both types of cues, but larger LDAP amplitudes in the effector information condition) would be replicated in Experiment 2 under conditions of full response information, and no spatial uncertainty.
Another aim of Experiment 2 was to further test the possibility that the presence of ADAN and LDAP components in Experiment 1 can be explained by a common purely space-based mechanism that is related to the selection of the movement goal location (see above). To provide such a test, a second analysis was carried out that included only trials where cues signalled a movement towards one of the two inner target keys (a left-hand response towards the right target key 5, or a right-hand response towards the left key 4; see Fig. 1 ). On these trials, the initial position of the effector and the movement goal location were equidistant from the midline, and, most importantly, always located in opposite hemifields. If the ADAN and LDAP components observed in Experiment 1 were primarily due to the spatial selection of movement goal locations on the left versus right side, these components should now be triggered contralaterally to the cued movement goal location. However, a different pattern of results should be obtained for these trials if ADAN and LDAP reflected the independent selection of effector and movement direction, as suggested by the results of Experiment 1. If effector and movement direction selection contributed equally to the ADAN, no overall significant ADAN should be observed for trials where the left hand is cued to perform a rightward movement, and the right hand is cued to perform a leftward movement, as effector-specific and direction-specific contributions will cancel each other out. For example, during the covert preparation of a rightward movement with the left hand, effector selection will produce an enhanced anterior negativity over the contralateral (right) hemisphere relative to the ipsilateral (left) hemisphere. At the same time, movement direction selection will give rise to an enhanced negativity over the left hemisphere, which is contralateral to the cued movement direction. If these ADAN components are independently elicited during effector and movement direction selection, respectively, and are of similar magnitude, as suggested by Experiment 1, the fact that they are of opposite polarity over both hemispheres implies that they will cancel each other out, resulting in the absence of any measurable ADAN effects. Following the same logic, the assumption that the LDAP is predominantly (but not exclusively) determined by effector selection leads to the prediction that an LDAP should be elicited contralaterally to the cued effector hand on these trials. However, LDAP amplitude should be considerably reduced due to the fact that the left hand was cued to perform a rightward movement, and vice versa. This should result in a smaller LDAP of opposite polarity, which would attenuate, but not completely, eliminate the LDAP that is triggered during effector selection.
Methods
Participants
Sixteen healthy participants (8 females and 8 males; 21-42 years old; average age: 26 years) took part in this experiment. 15 participants were right-handed, one was lefthanded and all had normal or corrected-to-normal vision by self-report. Informed consent was taken prior to participation and the investigation was approved by the Ethics Committee, School of Psychology, Birkbeck College, University of London.
Apparatus, stimuli and procedure
These were identical to Experiment 1, with the following exceptions. Visual response cues were modified in order to simultaneously convey effector and movement direction information. One type of information was given by the direction of the relevant cue arrow (left or right), with relevant arrow colour counterbalanced across participants, as in Experiment 1. The other type of information was provided by the edges of both arrows (smooth-edged or jagged-edged, see Fig. 2b ). For half of the participants, smooth edges indicated 'right' and jagged edges 'left', while opposite rules were used for the other half of participants. Triangles with smooth or jagged edges were presented with equal probability. Irrelevant visual probe stimuli were no longer presented adjacent to the left or right response hand, as in Experiment 1, but with equal probability directly 1.5 cm above one of the four target response keys. Thus, four LED ensembles (instead of just two as in Experiment 1) were used. The inner pair of LEDs was placed at a viewing distance of approximately 49 cm, while the outer pair was placed at a viewing distance of 53 cm.
The experiment consisted of 12 experimental blocks. Each block contained 80 trials (64 Go trials and 16 Nogo trials). Thus every block contained sixteen Go trials and four Nogo trials for each combination of cued effector (left versus right) and cued movement direction (left versus right). Trials were presented in a pseudo-random sequence. In six successive blocks, the effector was cued by the direction of the relevant arrow and movement direction was cued by edge shape. In the other six successive blocks, the effector was indicated by edge shape and movement direction by the direction of the relevant arrow. The order in which these successive blocks were delivered was counterbalanced across participants. One training block of 80 trials was run before each set of six blocks.
On each trial, the cue was followed after an interval of 1000 ms by S2, which was presented at fixation for 100 ms, replacing the fixation cross during this period. In 80% of all trials a Go stimulus (the letter 'G') was presented as S2, while in 20% of all trials a Nogo stimulus (the letter 'S') was presented instead. Participants were instructed to maintain central fixation and to prepare the movement indicated by the response cue, while leaving both hands on the start keys until S2 presentation. They were asked to move the cued hand in the cued direction to reach and press the corresponding target key as fast as possible in response to the letter 'G', but to refrain from responding when the letter 'S' was presented. As in Experiment 1, the interval between S2 on the preceding trial and response cue onset on the next trial was variable. Following a Nogo trial, this interval varied randomly between 2200 and 3000 ms relative to the onset of a Nogo stimulus. For Go trials, the cue for the next trial appeared 1000 ms after the start key was pressed by the hand which had performed the movement, as in Experiment 1.
Recording and data analysis
These were identical to Experiment 1, with the following exceptions. All averages were collapsed across Go and Nogo trials. In contrast to Experiment 1, where the type of response information provided by the cue was manipulated across blocks, movement direction and effector were cued independently and simultaneously at the start of each trial in Experiment 2. To investigate the relative impact of movement direction and effector information on lateralized ERP components, separate averages were computed for cues specifying the left or right hand and for cues specifying a leftward or rightward movement. In the statistical analyses of the ERP data, the factors condition and cued side that were used Experiment 1 were therefore replaced by the factors cued effector (left versus right) and cued direction (left versus right). In these analyses, the presence of ERP lateralizations sensitive to cued movement direction is reflected by cued direction · hemisphere interactions, while ERP lateralizations sensitive to the cued response hand are reflected by cued effector · hemisphere interactions.
To directly test for differences in ADAN and LDAP amplitudes computed either in terms of cued movement direction or of cued effector, these components were quantified separately as a function of the response information provided by the cues. ADAN and LDAP components sensitive to effector preparation were computed by subtracting ERP mean amplitudes obtained within the 350-600 ms and 600-900 ms post-stimulus time windows for trials with cues specifying a right-hand response from trials with left-hand cues (each collapsed across both cued movement directions). The resulting difference amplitudes obtained for right-hemisphere electrodes were then subtracted from difference amplitudes obtained for homologous sites over the left hemisphere. ADAN and LDAP components sensitive to movement direction programming were computed analogously by subtracting ERP mean amplitudes for trials where a rightward movement was cued from ERPs on trials where a leftward movement was cued (collapsed across both cued response hands) and then subtracting the resulting difference amplitudes at right anterior electrodes from difference amplitudes for left electrodes. Effector-and direction-specific ADAN and LDAP amplitudes obtained for each electrode pairs were then compared via paired t-tests.
To further investigate whether ADAN and LDAP were primarily determined by the spatial selection of movement goal locations, a second analysis was carried out for trials where cued left-hand and right-hand movements were directed towards the two inner goal locations (5 and 4 in Fig. 1 ). These inward movements always crossed the body midline. Separate averages were computed for cues specifying a left-hand movement towards goal key 5 on the right side, and a right-hand movement towards goal key 4 on the left, collapsed across Go and Nogo trials. In this statistical analysis, the factors cued movement (left-hand towards the right versus right-hand towards the left), hemisphere (left versus right) and electrode sites were considered. Finally, for the analyses of RTs and visual ERPs to irrelevant visual probes, the factor visual probe location now had four levels (outer left, inner left, inner right, outer right).
Results
Behavioural performance
Trials where RTs exceeded two standard deviations from the mean (accounting for 5.1% of all trials), with false alarms (which occurred on 1.9% of all Nogo trials), and missed responses (observed on 1.1% of all Go trials) were excluded from analysis. Similar to Experiment 1, movements in the right direction were faster than movements in the left direction (725 ms versus 742 ms; main effect of movement direction: F(1, 15) = 9.6, p < .01). A significant interaction between response hand and movement direction (F(1, 15) = 52.9, p < .001) replicated the finding of Experiment 1 that congruent outward movements were faster than incongruent inward movements (690 and 776 ms, respectively). The only effect involving visual probe location was an interaction between movement direction and visual probe location (F(3, 45) = 3.9, p < .05). RTs were faster on trials where visual probe appeared on the same side as the cued movement direction (728 ms) relative to trials where probes were presented contralaterally (737 ms). Fig. 5 shows ERPs elicited in response to left and right response cues in the 900 ms interval after cue onset at anterior sites F3/4 (panels a-d) and posterior sites P7/8 (panels e-h), separately for cues indicating a left-hand versus righthand movement (collapsed across trials where the cued movement direction was to the left or right), and for cues indicating a leftward versus rightward movement (collapsed across trials where the left or right hand were cued). In spite of the fact that the cues now conveyed full information with respect to both effector and movement direction, results were strikingly similar to Experiment 1, where only partial information was provided. As can be seen most easily in the double subtraction waveforms (Fig. 5i and j) , ADAN amplitudes were similar for effector and direction information, while LDAP amplitudes appear twice as large when computed in terms of effector relative to movement direction information.
Lateralised ERP components triggered during reaching movement preparation
Statistical analysis conducted in the 350-600 ms measurement interval revealed a significant hemisphere · cued direction interaction at lateral anterior electrodes, F(1, 15) = 5.8, p < .03, reflecting the fact that the ADAN was sensitive to cued movement direction. An almost significant hemisphere · cued effector interaction (F(1, 15) = 3.9, p = .067) indicated that the ADAN was also sensitive to which hand was cued. A direct comparison of ADAN amplitudes computed with respect to cued movement direction or cued response hand for the 350-600 ms latency window (see Section 3.1) obtained no significant differences between effector-and directiondependent ADAN amplitudes at any of the three anterior sites (all t(15) < 1.2, all p > .3), thus confirming the finding from Experiment 1 that this component is equally sensitive to effector and movement direction information.
At lateral posterior sites, a significant hemisphere · cued effector interaction (F(1, 15) = 7.1, p < .02) was present for the 350-600 ms post-cue interval, demonstrating that an early LDAP was reliably present within this interval in response to response hand information. A significant hemisphere · cued effector interaction · electrode site interaction (F(2, 30) = 7.5, p < .006) revealed that LDAP amplitudes differed across posterior electrode sites in this early time window. Follow-up analyses confirmed the presence of a reliable LDAP at P7/8 and OL/R (hemisphere · cued effector interactions: both F(1, 15) > 7.2, p < .02), but not at P3/4 (F < 1). In contrast, no significant hemisphere · cued direction interaction was present (F(1, 15) = 2.9, p = .107), thus suggesting that the early phase of the LDAP was primarily determined by effectorrelated information. A direct comparison of LDAP amplitudes computed in terms of effector versus movement direction information within the 350-600 ms time window revealed that the effector-dependent LDAP was significantly larger than the direction-dependent LDAP at lateral posterior electrode pair OL/R (t(15) > 3.1, p < .007), but this difference failed to reach significance at P7/8 (t(15) = 1.7, p = .09). Similar results were obtained for the LDAP in the 600-900 ms measurement interval. Here, significant hemisphere · cued effector and hemisphere · cued direction interactions were found at lateral posterior sites (F(1, 15) = 38.2, p < .001 and F(1, 15) = 12.4, p < .003, respectively), reflecting the fact that the LDAP was now present regardless of whether it was quantified in terms of movement direction or effector. However, when LDAP amplitudes computed in terms of effector versus movement direction information were directly compared, significant differences were obtained at P7/8 and at OL/R (both t(15) > 3.3, both p < .005), demonstrating that, analogous to Experiment 1, the LDAP was more strongly determined by effector information than by movement direction information (see Fig. 5j ). Finally, a hemisphere · cued effector · electrode site interaction was present at lateral posterior sites in the 600-900 ms interval (F(2, 30) = 13.2, p < .001), once again suggesting a difference in LDAP amplitudes at different electrode pairs. However, follow-up analyses showed significant hemisphere · cued effector interactions al all posterior sites (all F(1, 15) > 4.7, all p < .05).
In the 900-1400 ms interval a significant electrode site · hemisphere · cued effector interaction (F(2, 30) = 38.2, p < .001) was found at lateral central electrode pairs. Follow-up analyses revealed a significant hemisphere · cued effector interaction at C3/4 (F(1, 15) = 17.5, p < .001), reflecting the emergence of the lateralized readiness potential (LRP) during the later phase of manual movement preparation (see Fig. 4, right panel) . Fig. 6 shows ERPs elicited in response to cues signalling a left-hand movement towards the right side (solid lines) and a right-hand movement towards the left side (dashed lines) in the 900 ms interval after cue onset at anterior sites F3/4 (panels a and b) and posterior sites P7/8 (panels d and e). On these trials, the starting position of the cued hand and the target location of the cued movement were always in opposite hemifields. As can be seen most easily in the double subtraction waveforms (Fig. 6c and f) , the ADAN was absent, while the LDAP component appeared to be present at posterior electrode sites. Statistical analysis conducted in the 350-600 ms measurement interval revealed no significant hemisphere · cued movement interaction at lateral anterior electrodes, F(1, 15) = 0.02, p = .881, reflecting the fact that no ADAN was elicited during this time window (Fig. 6c) . At lateral posterior sites, the hemisphere · cued effector interaction approached significance (F(1, 15) = 3.7, p = .07) for the 350-600 ms post-cue interval, suggesting that an early LDAP tended to be present contralaterally to the cued hand. This was substantiated in the subsequent measurement interval (600-900 ms post-cue onset), where a significant hemisphere · cued movement interaction was found at lateral posterior sites (F(1, 15) = 16.8, p < .001), reflecting the fact that the LDAP was now reliably present. Fig. 6f shows that the LDAP was elicited contralateral to the selected effector, as would be expected if this component was more strongly determined by effector information than by movement direction information.
Visual ERPs to irrelevant probe stimuli
No significant effects of cued response preparation were found for either P1 or N1 amplitudes in response to visual probes, indicating that response preparation had no spatially selective effects on visual probe processing during the S1-S2 interval when probes were presented at response target locations. 
Discussion of Experiment 2
While only partial response information about the effector or movement direction was provided by response precues in Experiment 1, precues provided full response information in Experiment 2. In spite of this difference, and the resulting fact that effector and movement direction selection could operate in parallel in Experiment 2, the results obtained in the overall analysis across all trials almost perfectly confirmed the pattern of results found in Experiment 1.
As in Experiment 1, ADAN and LDAP components were both present. When computed separately relative to which effector was cued (collapsed across both movement directions), or relative to which movement direction was cued (collapsed across both hands), ADAN and LDAP behaved remarkably similar to what was observed in Experiment 1. ADAN amplitudes again showed equal sensitivity to effector and movement direction information (Fig. 5i) . LDAP amplitudes were again twice as large when computed in terms of effector information as when quantified in terms of movement direction information (Fig. 5j) . As expected, and analogous to Experiment 1, the LRP was triggered only when waveforms were computed in terms of cued effector (Fig. 4, right panel) , thus again confirming that the LRP reflects effector-specific partial response activation, but is insensitive to other aspects of response programming such as the selection of movement direction.
The fact that the results of Experiment 2 were strikingly similar to the findings obtained in the first experiment provides clear evidence that these findings were not simply due to the fact that only partial response information was available during the S1-S2 interval, and just one response parameter could therefore be prepared. Even though effector selection and the specification of movement direction could occur in parallel in Experiment 2, results further supported the hypothesis that processes reflected by the ADAN component are activated to a similar degree during the programming of both of these response parameters. In addition, Experiment 2 also confirmed that the mechanisms underlying the LDAP component appear to be substantially more sensitive to effector selection than to the specification of movement direction. The fact that this was the case in spite of the fact that there was no longer any spatial uncertainty with respect to effector, movement direction, and target location in Experiment 2 demonstrates that the difference in LDAP amplitudes between effector and direction cues observed in Experiment 1 cannot be attributed to differences in the explicitness of the spatial information provided by these two types of cues.
The pattern of results obtained in the second set of analyses where only cued inward movements (leftward movements with the right hand, and rightward movements with the left hand) were considered provides clear evidence against an interpretation of ADAN and LDAP components in terms of purely space based mechanisms exclusively related to the movement goal selection such as shifts of spatial attention directed to the goal locations or the spatial localization of the target in external coordinates. According to this interpretation, these components should have been elicited contralateral to the cued movement goal location on the left or right side, but that was not what was observed. No evidence for an ADAN was obtained for these trials (Fig. 6c) , which is exactly what would be expected if this component was equally sensitive to effector selection and movement direction selection. During the preparation of left-hand movements towards the right side, or right-hand movement towards the left, effector-specific and direction-specific contributions to the ADAN should cancel each other out, resulting in the absence of any systematic cue-induced lateralization. In contrast, the LDAP was reliably elicited during the preparation of inward movements, and was reflected by an enhanced positivity contralateral to the side of the cued effector, and thus ipsilateral to the side of the response target location (Fig. 6f) . This is exactly the opposite of what would be expected if the LDAP reflected the spatial selection of movement target locations, but is entirely in line with the assumption that it predominantly reflects effector selection. The fact that the LDAP observed during the preparation of inward movements was considerably smaller than the LDAP observed in response to effector information when all trials were considered (Fig. 5j) is consistent with the assumption that this component is also, albeit to a smaller degree, sensitive to movement direction information. The preparation of hand movements across the body midline should result in a small direction-sensitive LDAP component of opposite polarity that attenuates the LDAP generated as a result of effector selection.
General discussion
In the present study, we used an S1-S2 response precueing paradigm to investigate the properties of lateralized ERP components triggered during the preparation of manual reaching movements. A visual response precue (S1) provided either partial (Experiment 1) or full (Experiment 2) 4 The absence of any modulations of visual processing in Experiment 2 contrast with Experiment 1, where spatially specific N1 modulations were observed in the effector information condition (see also , for similar findings). This difference is most likely due to the fact that visual probes were presented at one of the four response target locations in Experiment 2, while they were presented adjacent to one of the response hands in Experiment 1. It is possible that modulations of visual processing resulting from response preparation will initially be present only for visual stimulus locations close to the relevant response hand, while responserelated modulations of visual probe processing at response target locations emerge only during response execution, after attention has been shifted towards the movement target location. This hypothesis needs to be investigated in future experiments. information about the response hand and the direction for an upcoming reaching movement that was to be executed in response to an imperative stimulus (S2) presented 1100 ms after S1 onset. ERP waveforms recorded in the S1-S2 interval were characterized by three lateralized ERP components. An ADAN was triggered at lateral anterior electrodes, an LDAP was present at lateral posterior sites, and an LRP was elicited late during the response preparation interval at C3/4 when information about the response hand was available.
The presence of the ADAN and LDAP in the present study demonstrates that these two components are not just elicited during covert shifts of attention in the absence of any response preparation instruction (c.f., Harter et al., 1989; Yamaguchi et al., 1994; Nobre et al., 2000; Hopf and Mangun, 2000; Eimer et al., 2002 Eimer et al., , 2003b , during the preparation of simple unimanual responses (Eimer et al., 2005 , and during saccade preparation Wauschkuhn et al., 1997; Van der Lubbe et al., 2000) , but also during the preparation of more complex manual reaching movements. In addition, the fact that these two components were present not only when full response information was available during the S1-S2 interval (in Experiment 2), but also when response cues only provided partial information about either response hand or movement direction (in Experiment 1) demonstrates that these components do not critically depend on a fully specified motor program, but are already elicited when only one response parameter can be programmed in advance.
The main objective of the present study was to dissociate the relative contributions of advance information about the response hand or movement direction on the ADAN and LDAP components. In Experiment 1, where response cues provided information only about one of these two parameters, the ADAN was elicited in a similar fashion both when effector and when movement direction information was available during the S1-S2 interval, suggesting that the mechanisms responsible for generating this component are equally sensitive to both types of response-related information. This pattern of results was confirmed in Experiment 2, where cues provided full response information. An ADAN of similar size was observed regardless of whether ERPs were computed as a function of which hand was cued, or which movement direction was indicated by the precues, thus again indicating that the ADAN is generated during effector selection as well as during the specification of movement direction. Further evidence in favour of this interpretation comes from the fact that this component was eliminated in Experiment 2 when inward movements (left-hand movements towards the right side, or right-hand movements towards the left) were prepared, resulting in effector and movement direction selection processes that are based on incongruent spatial codes.
Given its anterior scalp distribution and its involvement in response preparation as well as covert shifts of spatial attention, the ADAN is likely to be generated in dorsolateral premotor areas (Praamstra et al., 2005) , although an involvement of the frontal eye fields has also been suggested ( Van der Lubbe et al., 2000 , 2006 . Single-cell studies on monkeys have shown that activity in premotor areas recorded during the delay period of an instructed reaching movement was initially independent of the effector used to perform this movement (Cisek et al., 2003) . Furthermore, Cisek and Kalaska (2002) have demonstrated that when a monkey is presented with two mutually exclusive potential directions for a reaching movement, directional signals corresponding to both of these movements were simultaneously represented in dorsal premotor cortex. These findings suggest that premotor areas can represent movement direction and effector information independently. This information may then be integrated in order to specify a motor program (Hoshi and Tanji, 2000) . The present finding that the ADAN is triggered by cues that provide either movement direction or effector information is in line with these observations, and suggests that this component might reflect activity within dorsal premotor areas that are responsible for the independent specification of different spatial parameters of an upcoming manual reaching movement.
In contrast to the ADAN, the posterior LDAP component turned out to be differentially sensitive to effector and movement direction information. In Experiment 1, where response cues specified either movement direction or response hand, the LDAP was about twice as large when effector information was available, although this component was also reliably present when only movement direction information was provided instead. This pattern of results, that was perfectly replicated in Experiment 2 when cues delivered full response information, suggests that this component is predominantly sensitive to effector selection, but also reflects processes involved in the specification of movement direction. When the spatial codes for movement direction and response hand selection were incongruent (during the preparation of inward movements in Experiment 2), an LDAP was elicited contralateral to the cued response hand, but was strongly attenuated relative to trials where these codes were congruent, again suggesting that both effector selection and movement direction selection contribute to this component, but that effector selection plays a more dominant role.
The LDAP is likely to be generated in the occipitotemporal cortex (Mathews et al., 2006; Praamstra et al., 2005) , although a contribution of more dorsal parietal regions has also been suggested (Van der Lubbe et al., 2006) . Single-cell recordings have shown that areas in posterior parietal cortex, and in particular the PRR, are specifically involved in the programming of manual reaching movements (Andersen and Buneo, 2002) . Importantly, different PRR neurons appear to code effector information and spatial information separately. This was demonstrated by Calton et al. (2002) , who trained monkeys to move their arm or their eyes to a lateral target under conditions where a response precue specified either the effector (arm or eyes) or the movement direction (by indicating its target location). Onethird of PRR neurons were activated when the precue that indicated an arm movement, but left its direction unspecified. A larger and only partially overlapping set of PRR neurons was activated when the cue indicated movement direction, but not the effector. This separate coding of effector and movement direction information in PRR closely resembles the pattern of results found in the present study for the LDAP, which was triggered in response to both effector and movement direction cues. It is possible that the LDAP observed when effector information was available at least partially represents activity within PRR areas that are sensitive to effector-specific information, whereas the LDAP elicited to movement direction cues partially reflects the activity of PRR neurons that represent movement direction and target location. 5 The fact that LDAP amplitudes were larger for effector as compared with movement direction information, which is not entirely analogous to the observations of Calton et al. (2002) , could reflect differences between tasks involving the selection of the left versus right hand, and the selection of different effector systems (arm versus eye movements, as in Calton et al., 2002) .
The hypothesis that the LDAP component observed in the present study may reflect response preparation processes in the PRR that are analogous to those identified on the basis of single-cell recordings is of course largely speculative at the present moment. Apart from the fact that the exact human homologue of the PRR identified in monkeys is still under discussion (see Connolly et al., 2003) , the exact coordinates of the neural generators underlying the LDAP are still unknown. However, the results from the present study strongly suggest that the processes reflected by the LDAP are activated during the covert preparation of manual reaching movements, and that these processes are sensitive to both effector movement direction information, albeit to a different degree.
The present research also adds to the growing number of studies demonstrating that lateralized ERP components triggered during covert response preparation and components elicited during covert shifts of attention are very similar. However, although ADAN and LDAP components have now been frequently reported during covert attention tasks as well as in studies where participants prepare manual responses or eye movements, it is possible that their temporal properties might differ systematically between these two types of tasks. During covert shifts of attention, the ADAN typically precedes the LDAP component by about 200 ms (see Nobre et al., 2000; Hopf and Mangun, 2000; Eimer et al., 2002 Eimer et al., , 2003a . This temporal asymmetry has been interpreted as evidence for the hypothesis that attentional signals generated within dorsolateral frontal areas initiate and control subsequent selective attentional processes in posterior regions. In contrast, ADAN and LDAP components were triggered more or less simultaneously in the present study during the preparation of manual reaching movements. If these two components reflect the activation of dorsal prefrontal and posterior areas involved in the programming of reaching movements, as suggested above, their simultaneous presence might indicate that these areas work in parallel, rather than sequentially, during the specification of a motor program (see also Naranjo et al., 2007) . This hypothesis is so far only based on informal observations of possible latency differences across studies and different tasks, and thus needs to be substantiated in experiments that are specifically designed to contrast the temporal dynamics of lateralized ERP components observed during covert attention and response preparation.
In summary, the present study has provided new insights into the nature of lateralized ERP components that are triggered during the programming of manual reaching movements. We have demonstrated that both LDAP and ADAN are elicited in response to precues that provide either partial or full information about an upcoming reaching response, and have dissociated the relative contributions of effector and movement direction information to these components. The ADAN and LDAP may reflect preparatory activity within the anterior and posterior parts of the parieto-premotor network (Matelli and Luppino, 2001; Luppino and Rizzolatti, 2000) that implements the complex sensory-motor transformations required to program and control visually guided reaching movements. In this context, it is interesting to note that these components have now been consistently observed not only during the covert preparation of simple and more complex manual movements, but also during saccade preparation (e.g., , as well as during covert shifts of visual, auditory, and tactile spatial attention (e.g., Eimer et al., 2002 Eimer et al., , 2004 . This suggests that these components may reflect activity within a general-purpose neural network that is involved in the control of spatial attention shifts as well as in the programming of different types of movements. The existence of such a network is of course the basic assumption of the premotor theory of attention (Rizzolatti et al., 1994) , which postulates shared sensorimotor mechanisms for the control of attentional orienting and response preparation. However, the functional significance of the brain processes that underlie the ADAN and LDAP components is still poorly understood, and attempts to dissociate the specific roles of these processes in the control of attention and motor preparation have only just begun. The present results suggest that effector and movement direction selection affect ADAN and LDAP components differently. One previous study has shown that the LDAP (but not the ADAN) is eliminated during attentional shifts in the congenitally blind, thus suggesting that this component might be closely linked with visually mediated spatial representations of external space. Further research is clearly needed to gain more comprehensive and systematic insights into the nature of the brain mechanisms that are responsible for these components and their specific contributions to the control of perception and action.
